
"Secure technology preventing crime"

No damage to 
valuables

Protects all types 
of valuable

Not subject to 
NCB approval

Strong 
deterrent effect

Quick, few 
seconds

Highly 
effective
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ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

F2B : an innovative system developed by Oberthur Cash Protection. In the event of an attack, valuables are quickly 
and safely secured, made inaccessible by a rapidly hardening chemical foam safely dispensed from a compact sized 
agitator.



HIGH SECURITY

ADVANTAGES

TECHNICAL DATA

TECHNICAL DETAILS

OPTIONS

  Valuables are safely protected in a matter of seconds 
after the attack is detected

 Foam is dispensed regardless of orientation
 Resistant to attacks by explosives, fire and chemicals

  Protects all types of valuable (coins, jewelry, 
documents, PCS cards, palletized goods, etc..

  Very flexible
 Strong deterrent
 Valuables are not damaged by the foam
 Easy integration with alarm systems
 Easy maintenance (2 years service period)

  Energy saving heater with thermostat control (power 
supply or batteries)

  Additional metalic grid or casing to increase resistance 
to attack

 Unauthorized opening detection
 Remote activation
  Other security devices : alarm, fog/smoke systems.
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ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

Once activated the safe is completely filled with a rapidly 
hardening foam resulting in a significant and time consuming 
effort to gain access to the encased valuables.

Made in France

F2B integration system - safe 300 L

Tanks (2 per safe)

Hood

Activation 
moduleF2B was developed to provide a flexible solution to 

address the needs of a wide range of security applications :

Service temperature Expansion 
duration Power supply

10-50 °C / 50 - 120 °F 20 - 60 s 12/24/ or 220V

Two separately stored components are dispensed together 
to create a solid block of foam resistant to fire and chemicals, 
thereby preventing access to the stored valuables.

F2B is an extremely flexible solution suitable for a wide range 
of vehicles as well as the OCP product range. 


